ABSTRACT
ADE, CHRISTIANA. Effects of Resolution on Multi-Temporal Remote Sensing of
Wetlands: Toward a Wetland Vegetation Phenology. (Under the direction of Erin L. Hestir.)

Wetlands are extremely sensitive to environmental change and have proven to be
useful indicators of environmental degradation; however, most currently developed wetland
indicators require field sampling, which makes it difficult to study global change over long
time period. Wetland indicators created using satellite based metrics bypass several of the
obstacles associated with field sampling and allow for a synoptic view of ecosystem change.
Now a new indicator is needed that can quantify wetland change retrospectively through
archival datasets and can support conservation and restoration efforts using ongoing and new
missions. In terrestrial ecosystems, such as forests, tracking vegetation phenology over
several decades has provided important insights on climate change impacts. Establishing
similar phenology metrics for wetland environments may be equally as useful for
understanding climate change, but may also provide new findings regarding the effects of
hydroclimate change. However, few studies have attempted to quantify the change in wetland
vegetation phenology, thus little is known about sensor resolutions requirements and if -- and
how well -- previous terrestrial methods will apply in these highly variable environments.
This study evaluates the impacts of different sensor resolutions on developing wetland
indicators by comparing plant functional type classification maps and normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI) time series created by Landsat 8 and a Sentinel-2 proxy (the Spot-5
Take5 experiment). Results indicate that 10-meter and 30-meter datasets both provide
accurate classification maps of floating and emergent wetland vegetation. While NDVI time
series comparisons indicate that phenology metrics should be developed separately by

wetland environment and plant functional type. Time series also suggest the 16-day temporal
resolution of Landsat datasets may be adequate for developing wetland vegetation phenology
metrics in some areas; however, higher temporal resolution datasets do capture several
fluctuations that moderate temporal resolution misses.
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INTRODUCTION
Wetlands around the world are vital to human societies and ecosystems, providing
habitat, water, food, and fiber, as well as flood, nutrient, and erosion control, and cultural and
recreational value. In addition to being some of the most productive ecosystems (Costanza et
al. 1997; Rocha and Goulden 2009), they are also some of the most endangered, threatened
by changes in climate, sea level (Morris et al. 2002), land use, and water use (Zedler and
Kercher 2005). Wetland ecosystems are vulnerable to large- and small-scale climate drifts
and environmental fluctuations, such as increased global temperatures , droughts , El Niño
Southern Oscillation (Jassby and Cloern 2000; Todd 2002), tidal and seasonal inundation
dynamics (Casanova and Brock 2000), and general water quality. Furthermore, wetlands are
exposed to additional ecosystem stressors from human activities, such as urban and rural
development, diking, draining and water diversions, or excessive runoff and associated
pollution (Lee et al. 2006; Zedler and Kercher 2005). Altogether, these changes, both rapid
and gradual, have long-lasting effects on overall wetland ecosystem sustainability and are
partially responsible for the loss of approximately half of the wetland area in U.S. coastal
watersheds (Dahl 2011). The sensitivity of wetlands and aquatic vegetation to environmental
perturbations makes them useful as indicators of both ecological integrity (Hering et al.
2006) and environmental condition (Sienkiewicz et al. 2014).
Environmental indicators supply information on ecosystem status under changing
conditions, enabling researchers to quantify the long-term impacts of climate change, and
support management decisions and restoration/conservation planning and implementation.
Although there is body of literature concerned with developing long and short term
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ecological indicators specifically for wetland environments, most techniques rely heavily on
field samples of vegetation, water quality, soils, or organisms living in these habitats (birds,
fish, algae) (Cvetkovic and Chow-Fraser 2011; Sienkiewicz et al. 2014). This dependence
makes evaluating wetland status retrospectively at global scales difficult. Satellite remote
sensing platforms can overcome several of these obstacles by providing observations over
large areas simultaneously, often over remote and difficult-to-access areas, with a historical
record encompassing several decades. Satellite observations have been successfully used in
developing new wetland indicators (Wang et al. 2012; Zhao et al. 2009). Now, satellite-based
wetland indicators are needed that can both retrospectively quantify wetland changes using
archival datasets and continue to support mitigation and management practices using ongoing
and new missions.
Phenology as an Environmental Indicator
Tracking phenology-- the timing of change in recurrent biological events such as
vegetation green-up and senescence-- has been critical in shaping our understanding of global
environmental change (Bale et al. 2002; Cleland et al. 2007; Parmesan 2007). Satellite
remote sensing of terrestrial ecosystems (primarily forests) has played an increasingly
important role over the past two decades (Pettorelli et al. 2005). For example, vegetation
indices such as NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) and EVI (Enhanced
Vegetation index) have been used to determine the relationship between increases in
temperature with earlier vegetation leaf-out or flowering (Cleland et al., 2007; Keenan et al.
2014; Richardson et al. 2013; Schwartz et al. 2006; Walther et al. 2002). Tracking changes in
wetland vegetation phenology with similar methods to those established in terrestrial
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environments may provide insights into how these ecosystems are impacted by global
environmental change and human activity. Wetland vegetation phenology may provide an
additional, more sensitive indicator of climate change influences on hydroclimate regimes,
which are of extreme importance to wetland health and vegetation function (Erwin 2008).
The vast majority of satellite-based phenology studies have been conducted using coarse
spatial resolution datasets, such as MODIS (Jönsson et al. 2010; Jönsson and Eklundh 2004;
Zhang et al. 2003). Although extremely valuable for expanding global change science,
MODIS is not capable of resolving the detailed features and complex spatial dynamics
present in most wetland environments, even at its finest spatial resolution (250-m) (Hestir et
al. 2015; Turpie et al. 2015). The spatial heterogeneity and temporally dynamic nature of
wetland ecosystems makes it challenging to measure phenological changes from current
orbital missions. Turpie et al. (2015) suggests that coastal wetlands require 30-m spatial
resolution (or finer) and weekly to monthly revisits to resolve seasonal phenology. Klemas et
al. (2011) supports the use of 30-m spatial resolution datasets, such as Landsat, but higher
spatial and spectral resolutions may be required for certain types of wetlands. Others have
argued that even higher spatial resolution less than 5-m is required (Becker et al., 2007,
Hestir et al., 2008), but that perhaps key seasonal revisits may be sufficient (Ouyang et al.
2013). However, with the exception of Villa et al. (2017), who mapped macrophyte
morphological traits for potential use by water management and conservation institutions,
few studies explicitly focus on quantifying the phenological cycle of wetlands and its
potential changes. Given limited prior work in this area, we have a poor understanding of
what sensor resolutions and methods are required to quantify these changes.
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Resolving Wetland Phenology with New and Archival Missions
Following the recent successful launch of Sentinel 2B, researchers will soon have
access to high spatial (10-m) and temporal (5-day) resolution satellite imagery, which will
address many of the limitations currently faced when using existing orbital assets for wetland
studies. Understanding the spatial and temporal resolution requirements for mapping wetland
vegetation phenology is integral for determining the suitability of Sentinel 2 for observing
wetland phenology and is key to determining the suitability of archival datasets (i.e.,
Landsat) for tracking long-term changes over time.
The objective of this study was to evaluate how temporal, spatial, and spectral
resolutions affect the development of wetland phenology metrics. This study compares
moderate resolution Landsat 8 data (30m) and higher resolution Spot 5 Take 5 (S5T5) data
(10m), an experimental dataset that serves as a proxy for the upcoming 5-day Sentinel 2
dataset. S5T5 were collected in the Sacramento San Joaquin Delta of California, USA during
the Northern Hemisphere growing season in 2015 (April-September). Although the study is
limited to the S5T5 acquisition period and is too short to extract typical phenology metrics, it
does provide sufficient data to explore sensor resolution requirements and begin to assess
whether currently established methods for terrestrial system are appropriate for wetland
environments. This study addresses the following research questions through several
comparisons:
1) How does spatial and temporal resolution impact wetland plant functional type
mapping?
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2) How do NDVI time-series during peak vegetation growth differ between a 10-m/5day datasets and 30-m/16-day repeat cycle?
The results of this study will help shape future comparisons between high and moderate
spatial and temporal resolution sensors. In addition, it provides considerations for using
short-term NDVI time series as ecological indicators.

STUDY AREA
The Sacramento San Joaquin River Delta in California (henceforth “The Delta”), USA
is one of 150 S5T5 study sites, and one of only two in the United States. The Delta is the hub
of California’s fresh water supply system, as it provides freshwater water to millions of
urban users and supports a $47 billion USD agricultural industry (CDFA 2015; Luoma et al.
2015; Ustin et al. 2014). Similarly to other estuarine systems, the Delta is also considered a
biodiversity hotspot, providing critical habitat to several threatened and endangered fish,
bird, and mammalian species (IUCN 2014). It is also is currently experiencing extreme
ecosystem stress (Cloern et al. 2011)and competing pressures for water resources and
ecosystem sustainability make monitoring water quality, vegetation condition and overall
ecosystem function critical to successful, informed decision making, adaptive management
and mitigation (Luoma et al. 2015)
The Delta is a useful test-site for developing wetland phenology metrics as
environmental indicators and monitoring techniques. Facing similar pressures and providing
the same valuable ecosystem services, the Delta is representative of many estuary and delta
ecosystems worldwide. In addition, the Delta is ecologically diverse encompassing a large
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variety of wetland ecosystems, that include natural and restored tidal marsh, forests, vernal
pools, riparian areas, freshwater, and, slope, depressional wetlands. The Delta is also
characterized by a large range of climatic extremes, including a short wet and long dry
seasons typical of Mediterranean environments, extreme inter/intra-annual precipitation
variation, and extreme decadal climatic variation driven by changes in the El Nino-Southern
Oscillation and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation. In addition, there is a wide range of water
quality conditions including gradients in salinity, turbidity, and tidal flux (Cloern et al. 2011;
Hestir et al. 2015; Hestir et al. 2008; Ustin et al. 2014).
Given the Delta’s complexity, it is possible that sensor requirements vary across the
system; thus, the results of the study will be presented for the Delta as a whole and for
smaller sub-regions (Figure 1). Suisun Marsh, located in the middle of the San Francisco
Estuary, is the largest tidal marsh in California at 470 km2 and sits in close proximity to
highly urbanized areas. Fresh water is delivered from the Sacramento River, and strong tides
mix it with salt water from the ocean, allowing the marsh’s salinity to vary in space and time.
It faces pressures from sea-level rise, subsidence, reduced tidal energy, and sediment supply.
Big Break, a flooded island resulting from a broken levee, is a brackish, shallow water
system located near the confluence of the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers, and is located
near the turbidity maximum of the estuary. This area is under heavy management and is
monitored closely. Liberty Island, an abandoned, flooded island, is a valuable habitat for
native fish species and is naturally restoring, unlike Big Break. Additionally, there are several
freshwater islands, like Venice and Ward Cut, along the San Joaquin River and the Stockton
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deep water shipping channel, that include a diverse mix of upland riparian and freshwater
marsh habitats with large areas of deep open water bound by riprap levees.

Figure 1. Map of the Sacramento San Joaquin Delta, California, USA with the five subregions. The S5T5 scene boundary (black square) and wetland areas are outlined.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Following cloud masking and other basic image processing steps, Landsat 8 and S5T5
imagery were classified using separate multi-temporal classifiers. The two classifiers were
compared through accuracy statistics and the effects of spatial resolution on vegetation
mapping were examined by comparing areal extents, and percent cover of different plant
functional types (PFTs) across the entire Delta and in sub-regions. Differences in time-series
caused by temporal resolution were evaluated by creating a smoothed model of changes in
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NDVI over time for each dataset and then comparing the overall curve shape, root mean
squared error, percent bias, and pearson’s correlation coefficient. NDVI estimates from the
two datasets were compared for the one match up date using a non-parametric Mann Whitney
U test (Mann and Whitney 1947).
Satellite Data
In order to simulate upcoming Sentinel 2A/B data, the ESA (European Space Agency)
and CNES (Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales) sponsored an experiment wherein the SPOT
5 satellite was moved into a 5 days cycle orbit in 2015 (SPOT-5 Take 5). This allowed the
sensor to acquire multispectral data over selected targets every five days at a constant view
angle during the length of the growing season, from April to September. The SPOT-5 Take 5
(S5T5) experimental dataset affords researchers the opportunity to test the utility of
anticipated Sentinel-2 A/B data and establish a clear methodology for when the data become
available. Such benchmarking will allow full and immediate utilization of the new Sentinel-2
datasets and has already proven to be useful in terrestrial studies (Eklundh et al. 2012).
The S5T5 experiment mimics Sentinel-2 in terms of spatial (10 m) and temporal (5
day) resolutions, however, the spectral resolution is much lower than Sentinel 2 (Table 1).
Level 1C and 2A products are available on the S5T5 client (https://spottake5.org/client/#/home). Level 1C data are expressed in top of atmosphere reflectance, while
Level 2A data were processed to surface reflectance using MACCS (Multi-sensor
Atmospheric Correction and Cloud Screening; Petrucci et al. 2015, Hagolle et al. 2015) and
are accompanied by cloud and cloud shadow masks. Scenes with greater than 95% cloud
cover were excluded from further processing, resulting in 26 level 2A products over 161 days
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(Apr. 11th – Sep 13th) for the Delta. We excluded an additional three level 2A images with
greater than 50% cloud cover from the study.
Landsat 8 OLI (L8) collects imagery at moderate spatial (30 m) and temporal (16
days) resolutions. Surface reflectance products are publically available from the USGS
Landsat Archive (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/) and are atmospherically corrected using the
L8SR algorithm (Vernote et al. 2016). All Landsat images with greater than 50% cloud cover
were also excluded from the analysis leaving seven Landsat overpasses within the time that
S5T5 acquired data.
Image Processing
All satellite images were converted from bit signed integer format to reflectance
values by applying the appropriate scale factor listed in the metadata (S5T5: 1,000; L8:
10,000). Unrealistic surface reflectance values (e.g., values below zero and above one) were
omitted, and clouds and cloud shadows were screened using the provided cloud masks from
each product. For both datasets, the most stringent cloud mask thresholds were applied. S5T5
swaths do not directly overlap; thus, all S5T5 and Landsat scenes were cropped to the area
visible in every S5T5 swath (Figure 1). To cover the entire extent of the S5T5 swath, Landsat
scene (path 44, row 34) was mosaicked with the adjacent scene (path 44, row 33). To
minimize artifacts caused by satellite sensor transitions, row 34 was overlaid on top of row
33- leaving only 4% of the final study area to be solely from row 33. There is one date on
which both L8 and S5T5 collected data, June 25. This match up date was used to check
image co-registration and quantify differences in surface reflectance. Co-registration was
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also inspected for each dataset separately. All image processing and subsequent analyses
were conducted in R version 3.3.1 (R Developement Core Team 2015).

Table 1. Spectral Resolution of Landsat 8, Spot-5 Take-5 and Sentinel-2. Wavelength units
are in micrometers.
SPOT-5 Take 5 (10 m)*
Green 0.500 – 0.590
Red
0.610 – 0.680
NIR
0.781 – 0.890
SWIR 1.580 -- 1.750

Sentinel-2 MSI (20m)**
Landsat 8 OLI (30m)***
Coastal Aerosol (60m)
0.430 – 0.457 Coastal Aerosol
0.435 – 0.451
Blue (10m)
0.440 – 0.538 Blue
0.452 – 0.512
Green (10m)
0.537 – 0.582 Green
0.522 – 0.590
Red (10m)
0.646 – 0.684 Red
0.636 –0.673
Vegetation Red Edge
0.694 – 0.713 NIR
0.851 – 0.879
Vegetation Red Edge
0.731 – 0.749 SWIR-1
1.566-1.651
Vegetation Red Edge
0.769 – 0.797 SWIR-2
2.107 – 2.294
NIR (10m)
0.733 – 0.908 Pan. (15m)
0.503 – 0.676
Vegetation Red Edge
0.849 – 0.881 Cirrus
1.363 – 1.384
Water Vapor (60m)
0.932 – 0.958
Cirrus (60m)
1.337 – 1.412
SWIR-1
1.539 – 1.682
SWIR-2
2.078 – 2.320
*all bands not labeled are 10 meters **all bands are at 20 meters unless otherwise labeled ***all bands are at 30
meters unless otherwise labeled

Study Area Masking
Images were masked further using a waterways mask to the ensure analysis was
conducted only on wetland vegetation. Two datasets were used to identify wetland extents: a
mask created specifically for remote sensing mapping wetland vegetation in the Delta
described in Hestir et al. (2008) which captures wetland regions east of the rivers confluence
in Delta, and the California Aquatic Resource Inventory (CARI) Version 0.1 (SFEI 2015).
The CARI dataset, which provides detailed habitat type maps of the entire San Francisco
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Estuary, was used to create a more detailed mask for tidal marshes in the west. Figure 1
displays the combination of both masks, which will be referred to as waterways mask.
Plant Functional Type Mapping: Training & Validation Data
Classification training and validation data were collected for the three main plant
functional types present in the Delta – emergent (EMR), floating (FLT), and submerged
(SAV), as were turbid and clear water pixels. Individual pixels representative of these four
classes were selected through careful photointerpretation with the intention of providing an
even spatial distribution across the study area. Aerial imagery at 1-m spatial resolution from
the National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) 2012
(http://atlas.ca.gov/casil/etc/website/CaSILhome_wnews.html) was used to discriminate
textural differences between emergent and floating vegetation. Field observations recorded
by survey crews during a two-week period in August of 2014 and 2015 helped verify pixel
selection (field data follow the sampling design described in Hestir et al. 2008).
Pixel locations were identical across image dates, except when a cloud or cloud shadow
obscured the pixel. In this case, the pixel was removed and replaced for that date.
Approximately 100 pixels of water and FLT were selected for each date, while EMR ranged
from 85-95 pixels. Little SAV was present in earlier images; thus, under 50 pixels were
selected for each date prior to June 25 and later in the season SAV pixels counts ranged from
85–98. Samples were divided equally into training (for L8, n=1,270; S5: 4,136) and
validation (L8: 1,270, S5: 4,102) using stratified random sampling to minimize the influence
of a particular date, class, or pixel location on training the classifier (and validating the
overall accuracy).
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Plant Functional Type Mapping: RandomForest Multi-Temporal Classifier
Vegetation in the waterways study area was classified into different plant functional types
(PFTs) using a random forest algorithm trained with multi-temporal data from each of the
satellite time series. Two multi-temporal random forest models were built, one for each
sensor. This approach was selected because multi-temporal classification often leads to
improved classification accuracies over single date approach (Corcoran et al. 2013). This
especially true in wetlands, where multi-temporal training data capture the large variation in
vegetation condition and hydroperiod typical of these systems (Brown de Colstoun et al.
2003; Lunetta and Balogh 1999; Ozesmi and Bauer 2002), and specifically improves
differentiation between emergent, floating and submerged PFTs (Elijah and Laine 1997;
Villa et al. 2013). While it has been shown that inclusion of ancillary datasets, such as NDVI
or EVI improves class separability (Chen et al. 2014; Corcoran et al. 2013; Ozesmi and
Bauer 2002; Tian et al. 2016), it was determined that for this study floating and emergent
vegetation are more likely to be confused when including NDVI as an input dataset. Thus,
only reflectance values in the green, red, near infrared (NIR), and shortwave infrared (SWIR)
bands were used as predictor variables in the random forest model. Although L8 collects
information in additional spectral bands, for the sake of consistency only bands S5T5
acquires data in were used. The random forest model was created using the R package
“randomForest” version 4.6-12 (Liaw and Wiener 2002 ) and were allowed to grow 500
trees.
The resulting classification maps were assessed for accuracy by calculating producer,
user, and overall accuracy estimates. Classification accuracy was assessed for each image
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data using the reserved validated data, using only pixels collected only for that specific date.
The robustness of the random forest model to variation in training data was tested by
permuting different splits of training and test data (training/test: 40/60, 50/50, 70/30). This
tested the model sensitivity to different splits of training and validation data, and quantified
the overall uncertainty of the classification. Variation in overall accuracy was less than 3%
across 100 permutations of each split type, but the 50/50 split was slightly more stable than
the other two and was selected for this study.
PFT Map Comparison
PFT maps for L8 and S5T5 were compared visually and by areal coverage (km2) and
percent cover for all four classes. Percent cover for a given class was computed by dividing
the number of pixels identified as that class by the number present in that region. Cloud
cover was minimal in both images, thus eliminating possible spatial bias introduced by
differing cloud identification procedures.
NDVI Time Series Comparison: Identification of Stable Pixels
It is possible a given pixel could change class throughout the time series due to
misclassification or an actual change class. For example, floating vegetation rafts could be
swept away by a tidal pulse, causing a class change from FLT to water. Thus, to best
characterize phenology for a given PFT over time, we considered only those pixels that did
not change classes ever throughout the entire time series. Stable EMR and FLT pixels were
identified separately for L8 and S5T5, therefore the spatial distribution of stable pixels
identified by each dataset may be slightly different. However, most stable pixels did occur in
similar locations, thus these small spatial differences were considered acceptable. Although
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included in classification, SAV was excluded from time series analysis because its phenology
would most likely depict changes in water stageheight, rather than changes in vegetation
vigor.
NDVI Time Series
The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) was calculated for twenty three
S5T5 images and seven L8 images and NDVI values were extracted at all stable EMR and
FLT pixel locations and plotted against time. Using a kernel density estimation function, the
frequency of pixels at each value of NDVI was calculated. Since the acquisition period of
S5T5 is not sufficiently long enough to accurately estimate typical phenology metrics, a time
series model of growing season NDVI was created instead. Each of the L8 and S5T5 NDVI
time series was smoothed and a fit with a spline model. The maximum density of NDVI
values was determined for each date and a cubic smoothing spline (CSS) was used because
typical second-order Fourier series (such as those used in TIMESAT) do not represent short
growing seasons well, especially when increases and decreases in NDVI occur suddenly
throughout the study period (Beck et al. 2006; Bradley et al. 2007).
NDVI Time Series Comparison
The two smoothed splines were then compared by calculating the root mean squared
error, percent bias, and Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Due to cloudy days the Landsat 8
time series ends much earlier than the S5T5 time series and the comparison was made just for
the length of the L8 time series. For Suisun Marsh, timeseries were only created for EMR
because any FLT vegetation identified in this region is likely misclassification (Khanna et al.
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2012; Khanna et al. 2011; Toft et al. 2003). Furthermore, there were no stable FLT pixels
identified by S5T5 and a timeseries could not be constructed.
Comparison of NDVI Values on Matchup Date
Although the temporal differences were analyzed as described above, it is conceivable
that the two time series may not differ due solely because of temporal resolution, but rather a
difference in spatial and spectral resolution. For example, the larger Landsat pixels allow for
a greater presence of water background and more mixed pixels (Turpie et al. 2015).
Additionally, the difference in bandwidths could also cause NDVI measurements to differ for
the same point in space (Galvão et al. 1999; Teillet et al. 1997). For instance, L8 has a much
narrower bandwidth than S5T5 for both the NIR and red parts of the electromagnetic
spectrum (Table 1).
A Mann Whitney U test (Mann and Whitney 1947) was used to test for significant
differences in NDVI values between the S5T5 and L8 images on the match-up date. NDVI
vales were extracted at all L8 stable pixel locations and averaged for the all the S5T5 pixels
encompassed completely by the L8 location. This minimized some of the impacts of the
larger pixel size and mixed pixel effects, allowing for a more direct comparison between
differing spectral resolutions.
Impacts of Temporal Resolution on Stable Pixels
In this study, stable pixels were identified as those that never change class; however,
using such a strict definition may results higher temporal resolution datasets that have fewer
stable pixels over the same time series than those with lower repeat periods. This is because
1) no series of classifications can be 100% accurate, thus it is likely several pixels are
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misclassified more than once, 2) in such a dynamic area, plant functional types can change
fairly frequently. These two conditions will also impact lower temporal datasets, but they
could be amplified in a higher temporal resolution time-series, since the increase in images
allows for the capture of more fine scale changes and more images could also mean more
misclassifications.
To test how the amount of images included in time series analysis may affect the amount
of ‘stable’ pixels, the S5T5 level 2A dataset was first resampled to every third image,
creating a time series with only the following 9 dates : 0416, 0501, 0516, 0605, 0625, 0715,
0730, 0814, 0903. This is less than half the original S5T5 time series, but more than L8. For
the pixels that were classified as EMR and FLT on the match-up date, the percentage that
remained the same class throughout the time-series was calculated and compared between the
temporally resampled S5T5 dataset, and the entire S5T5 and L8 time series 04-22 to 08-12.

RESULTS
PFT Classification Accuracy
Overall classification accuracies were high for both datasets ranging from 92.9 – 98.7%
for S5T5 (Table 2) and 88.8-97.9% for L8 (Table 3). Throughout the time-series the two
datasets averaged around 95% overall accuracy (95% L8, 95.5% S5T5). For the match up
date, the overall accuracy of L8 is slightly higher (96.3%) than S5T5 (94.7%). Comparing
class accuracies of the same date reveals that S5T5 achieved higher accuracy for EMR and
FLT, but SAV was mistaken for water more often in the S5T5 image than the L8 image. The
majority of SAV/water confusion for the S5T5 data occurred within narrow waterways.
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The lowest class accuracies were achieved for the SAV class, however, the majority of these
were for dates with little SAV presence and less than or equal 25 validation pixels. SAV was
most regularly confused with water, which is reasonable considering this PFT canopy is in
the water column. S5T5 dates 0620, 0720, 0824 were on the lower end of the overall
accuracy range, due to SAV being confused with water and possibly poor cloud masking
(Hagolle et al. 2015). S5T5 date 0903 had the lowest classification accuracy out of all dates:
17 out of 50 SAV pixels were incorrectly identified as water and several of FLT pixels were
misclassified as EMR. L8 date 0422 had the lowest overall accuracy at 88.8% as several FLT
pixels were misclassified as EMR. Both classifiers identified floating vegetation in Suisun
Marsh, however, this is likely an error as this is beyond its observed range (Khanna et al.
2012; Khanna et al. 2011; Toft et al. 2003).
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Table 2. Overall accuracy, producer’s accuracy (PA) and user’s accuracy (UA) in percent for
S5T5 classification.
Overall
Date
Emergent
Floating
Submerged
Water
PA
UA
PA
UA
PA
UA
PA
UA
*
*
100.0
91.5
92.2
100.0
100.0
77.8
96.4
100.0
96.2
0416
0421
*
*
91.1 92.0 97.9 50.0
25.0
94.1 98.0
93.8
0426 97.6
93.6 94.1 100.0 83.3* 83.3* 100.0 98.1
96.7
0501 97.8
*
*
97.7 98.0 98.0 80.0
80.0 100.0 98.0
97.4
0506 95.6
*
*
95.7
97.8
98.0
96.2
80.0
100.0
100.0
98.1
97.4
0511
*
*
97.6 98.0 96.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
98.0
0516 95.2
0521
80.0* 100.0* 100.0 98.1
98.7
0526 97.8 100.0 100.0 98.1
95.3 96.0 98.0 84.6* 100.0* 100.0 96.2
96.8
0605 97.6
*
*
95.6
100.0
100.0
96.2
94.7
94.7
98.0
98.0
97.6
0615
*
*
81.3
68.4
88.2 93.8
93.2
0620 95.5 100.0 100.0 96.2
*
97.8 100.0 96.2 72.7* 94.1
98.0 90.9
94.7
0625 95.7
92.3 100.0 100.0 82.8
90.2 100.0
94.8
0630 100.0 91.8
97.7 98.1 96.2
89.3
92.6
96.1 94.2
95.5
0705 95.6
95.6
97.7
98.0
98.0
100.0
90.6
92.2
100.0
96.4
0715
95.7 96.0 98.0
84.1 100.0 100.0 87.9
94.7
0720 97.8
97.7 98.0 98.0
89.4
95.5
98.0 90.9
95.3
0725 95.5
91.5 100.0 100.0 92.7
96.9
0730 95.5 100.0 100.0 96.2
0804
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
98.0
96.2
96.0
98.0
98.5
0809
95.7 96.1 100.0 100.0 94.2
96.1 100.0
97.4
0814 97.8
93.5 96.1 98.0
81.6
95.2
98.0 86.2
92.9
0819 95.6
93.6 96.1 100.0 84.0
95.5
98.0 87.7
93.9
0824 97.8
87.8 88.0 100.0 66.0
91.7
98.0 74.6
86.7
0903 95.6
93.6
91.7
92.2
97.9
95.8
92.0
96.1
96.1
94.4
0908
* indicates classes with less than 40 pixels selected for training and validation
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Table 3. Overall accuracy, producer’s accuracy (PA) and user’s accuracy (UA) in percent for
L8 classification.
Date
0406
0422
0508
0524
0609
0625
0711
0727
0812
0828
0913

Emergent
PA
UA
97.9 76.7
93.5 89.6
91.5 95.6
91.5 97.7
93.6 95.7
95.7 95.7
97.9 95.8
-

Floating
PA
UA
72.0
97.3
90.0
95.7
96.0
92.3
98.0
92.5
98.0
96.1
98.0
96.1
98.0
98.0
-

Submerged
PA
UA
*
78.6
100.0*
95.0*
90.5*
92.0* 100.0*
97.6
97.6
95.6
91.5
97.9
97.9
95.8
100.0
-

Water
PA
UA
100.0 94.3
98.0
98.0
100.0 96.2
98.0
98.0
94.0
97.9
98.0 100.0
100.0 98.0
-

Overall
88.8
94.0
95.3
96.3
95.3
97.4
97.9
-

* indicates classes with less than 40 pixels selected for training and validation

Comparison of PFT Classification Results
Although L8’s overall accuracy on the match-up date is slightly higher, L8 imagery
may be more sensitive to mixed pixels due to larger pixel size, which could possibly result in
underestimation or overestimation of certain classes. L8 appears to overestimate the presence
of SAV in both Big Break and Venice and Ward Cut, whereas the finer spatial resolution of
S5 allows SAV to be distinguished from water (Figure 2). With the exception of Liberty
Island, L8 underestimates water extent while overestimating SAV presence. This is expected
since the confusion matrices indicate that there are some separability issues between the two
classes
Despite the possible differences caused by pixel size, classification maps were
comparable in larger wetland regions like Liberty Island and smaller more spatially complex
areas like Venice and Ward cut.
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Figure 2. Classification comparison on the match up date (June 25th 2015) between the high (right)
and medium spatial resolution (left) datasets in three different regions of the Delta Big Break (top),
Liberty Island (middle), Venice and Ward Cut (bottom). Pixels identified as emergent vegetation are
displayed in orange, floating vegetation is displayed in purple, submerged aquatic vegetation in green,
and water in blue. Classification maps are overplayed on a Landsat 8 true color image.
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Mapped differences between PFT extents are further supported by the areal extent
(Table 4), percent cover (Table 5), as the vegetation cover for all three PFTS is larger, and
total water area is smaller for L8 than for S5T5. Except for Liberty Island, where the S5T5
classifier attributed a larger percent of the area to be EMR and FLT.

Table 4. The areal coverage in km2 by class on the match-up date. For most regions and
wetland vegetation classes L8 has a higher total area indicating that the larger pixel size of
the sensor may cause over estimation of PFT’s and underestimation of water extent
Emergent
Floating
Submerged
Water
Study Region
S5T5
L8
S5t5
L8
S5T5 L8
S5T5
L8
All Waterways
217.5 223.0
10.4
18.4 24.0 38.6 278.7 251.9
Suisun Marsh
98.1
98.7
1.3
3.8
4.1
6.0
44.9
41.0
Sherman Island
15.0
15.8
0.8
1.1
1.5
1.5
28.6
27.5
Liberty Island
9.5
9.1
0.8
1.3
3.5
3.1
19.9
20.2
Big Break
2.4
2.5
0.9
1.1
0.5
0.7
8.2
7.6
Venice & Ward Cut
3.0
3.1
0.3
0.5
1.1
1.9
4.9
3.7

Table 5. The percent cover by class on the match-up date. For most regions and wetland
vegetation classes L8 has a higher total percent coverage indicating that the larger pixel size
of the sensor may cause over estimation of PFT’s and underestimation of water extent.
Although, differences indicate that larger pixel size leads to more pixels included within the
study area.
Emergent
Floating
Submerged
Water
Study Region
S5T5
L8
S5t5
L8
S5T5 L8
S5T5
L8
All Waterways
41
42
2
3
5
7
52
47
Suisun Marsh
66
66
2
2
3
4
30
27
Sherman Island
33
34
2
2
3
3
62
60
Liberty Island
28
27
2
4
11
9
59
60
Big Break
20
21
7
9
4
6
68
64
Venice Cut & Ward
32
33
3
5
12
21
53
41
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Impacts of Temporal Resolution on Stable Pixels
Within all study regions, L8 retained more pixels than the full length S5T5 dataset.
While, the temporally resampled S5T5 dataset displayed an increase in stable floating and
emergent pixels when compared to the full S5T5 time series (Table 6). The temporally
resampled S5T5 data retained a larger percentage of EMR pixels than the L8 data for three of
the six study areas- Big Break, Sherman Island, and Venice and Ward Cut. As for the
floating class, the resampled S5T5 still had a lower percent retention of stable pixel than
Landsat 8. The full-length S5T5 time series found no stable pixels in Suisun Marsh, while L8
retained 10% and the temporally resampled S5T5 identified a few stable pixels. However,
floating vegetation does not grow in this area, indicating more images may be more robust to
classification errors. Changes in percent stable pixels demonstrate that either the L8 multitemporal classifier results in more consistent classifications or that differences in temporal
and spatial resolution have a large impact on the percent of pixels that remain the same class
through the entire duration of the study period.

Table 6. Percent of pixels that are identified as stable for S5T5, S5T5 temporally resampled
to every 3rd image (S5 R) and Landsat 8. Decreases in amount of images used in a time series
causes percent stable pixels to increase.
Emergent
Floating
Study Region
S5T5 S5 R L8 S5T5 S5 R L8
All Waterways
14
78
82
83
17 21
Suisun Marsh
77
81
81
0
0.3 10
Sherman Island
88
93
91
17
19 24
Liberty Island
72
79
83
22
27 31
Big Break
76
86
80
39
45 48
73
79
77
18
23 25
Venice and Ward Cut
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NDVI Time Series Comparison
NDVI time series comparisons varied across environments and plant functional types.
With the exception of Big Break (Figure 7), most EMR time-series are different between the
two sensors and L8 does not capture several of the small temporal variations that S5T5 does.
All EMR time-series contain NDVI values ranging from 0 to ~1 (the entire span of possible
positive NDVI vaues), however, the majority of values tend to be centered between 0.35 and
0.65 for both datsets. The only exception is Big Break, which has a higher range of NDVI
centered values from 0.6 to 0.7 later in the season (Figure 7). Big Break is a unique subregions as it is the only site wherein the NDVI time series appear to be comparable between
sensors. The S5T5 time-series for all stable EMR in the Delta (Figure 3.) and Suisun Marsh
(Figure 4.) captures what might be the beginning of the growing season and some NDVI
variablity throughout the growing season, while L8 completely misses these events. In
Sherman Island, S5T5 once again captures much more variability as there are more cloud
free images, but both datasets appear to identify the beginning of a growing season. EMR
phenology in Liberty Island appears similar between the two datasets; however, the CSS
method used smoothed out quite a bit of variation in both cases and might need to be better
tailoreed to this region, considering the sub-region also has the narrowest range in max
NDVI values.
The floating vegetation time series appear more similar between datasets, however,
with the exception of Big Break, all the sub regions have relatively poor correlation (Table
7). The range in NDVI values for FLT is much smaller than that of EMR as most areas have
values greater than 0.4 and less than 0.9, except the entire Delta, which has values
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approaching zero. Liberty Island captures a dip in NDVI values towards the middle of the
season, where there appears to be almost no change in L8.
Cloud cover impacts all time series particularly in June, S5T5 has some cloudy days
towards the end of May to mid-June (indicated by a lack of high density NDVI values) and
the only date in June that L8 collected data was completely obscured by clouds.
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Figure 3. NDVI time series for all waterways. Colored dots show density of pixels at NDVI
values ranging from 0 to 1. Grey colors indicate 3 pixels or less, cool colors represent low
density while warm colors present high density. Black lines indicate the smoothed spline
function using the point of maximum NDVI frequency.
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Figure 4. NDVI time series for Suisun Marsh. Colored dots show density of pixels at NDVI
values ranging from 0 to 1. Grey colors indicate 3 pixels or less, cool colors represent low
density while warm colors present high density. Black lines indicate the smoothed spline
function created in R 3.3.1 using the point of maximum NDVI frequency.
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Figure 5. NDVI time series for Sherman Island. Colored dots show density of pixels at NDVI
values ranging from 0 to 1. Grey colors indicate 3 pixels or less, cool colors represent low
density while warm colors present high density. Black lines indicate the smoothed spline
function created in R 3.3.1 using the point of maximum NDVI frequency.
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Figure 6. NDVI time series for Liberty Island. Colored dots show density of pixels at NDVI
values ranging from 0 to 1. Grey colors indicate 3 pixels or less, cool colors represent low
density while warm colors present high density. Black lines indicate the smoothed spline
function created in R 3.3.1 using the point of maximum NDVI frequency.
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Figure 7. NDVI time series for Big Break. Colored dots show density of pixels at NDVI
values ranging from 0 to 1. Grey colors indicate 3 pixels or less, cool colors represent low
density while warm colors present high density. Black lines indicate the smoothed spline
function created in R 3.3.1 using the point of maximum NDVI frequency.
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Figure 8. NDVI time series for Venice and Ward Cut. Colored dots show density of pixels at
NDVI values ranging from 0 to 1. Grey colors indicate 3 pixels or less, cool colors represent
low density while warm colors present high density. Black lines indicate the smoothed spline
function created in R 3.3.1 using the point of maximum NDVI frequency.
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Table 7. Root mean squared error (RMSE), percent bias, and correlation coefficient for CSS
spline comparisons between sensors. Comparisons were conducted for every date between
the start and end of Landsat 8 summer acquisition 2015.
Class

Emergent

Floating

Statistic

All
Waterways

Suisun
Marsh

Sherman
Island

Liberty
Island

Big
Break

RMSE

0.2

0.2

0.07

0.12

0.04

Venice
& Ward
Cut
0.12

pBias

-27.7

-26.1

-3.9

-16.3

-5.4

17.4

R

-0.21

-0.93

0.89

0.9

0.97*

0.94

RMSE

0.23

--

0.21

0.24

0.05

0.23

pBias

32.3

--

29.3

34.4

-5.2

33.5

R

0.12

--

0.53

-0.47

0.96

0.62

*significant at α = 0.05

NDVI Differences on the Matchup Date
The difference in median NDVI values between stable pixels on the matchup dates is
relatively small, but statistically significant. Results from the Mann Whitney U test show that
NDVI differs significantly at α = 0.05 in all regions except for Big Break EMR. The regions
in Table 8 are organized from largest to smallest, as size of the study area increases, the
distribution of EMR NDVI values becomes more normally distributed (Table 8). This
indicates that larger study areas dampen individual pixel timeseries more so than the small
sub-regions, and that the median, mean and peak density NDVI would all yield similar
smoothed time series. All FLT means and medians are significantly different (Table 8),
indicating that the data is skewed towards higher values for all environments regardless of
size. FLT smoothed time series using the median would also differ greatly from those created
with the mean.
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Table 8. FLT and EMR Mann Whitney results, median and mean NDVI for both datasets.

Region
All Waterways
Suisun Marsh
Sherman
Liberty Island
Big Break
Venice &

Emergent
Floating
S5T5
L8
L8
S5T5
L8
S5T5
S5T5
L8
Media Media Mean
Mean Median Media Mean
Mean
0.47
0.46
0.46
0.46
0.78
0.82
0.73
0.76
0.46
0.45
0.46
0.45
----0.55
0.59
0.54
0.57
0.79
0.81
0.78
0.80
0.53
0.56
0.51
0.54
0.76
0.79
0.70
0.74
0.60
0.60
0.55
0.55
0.82
0.83
0.81
0.82
0.60
0.64
0.54
0.55
0.81
0.85
0.80
0.84

DISCUSSION
PFT Classification Maps are Comparable Between L8 and S5T5
Both 10-m and 30-m spatial resolutions are suitable for accurately mapping emergent
and floating vegetation. Relative to S5T5, L8 underestimates water and overestimates PFT
area, its coarser spatial resolution might result in more mixed pixels, particularly at the edge
of vegetation patches neighboring water channels. Pixels in these areas are comprised of
mostly vegetation and are thus classified as such, but the larger pixel size does not allow for
separation between vegetation and the neighboring water body, whereas 10 spatial resolution
might. For the 5 sub-regions, EMR and FLT areal and percent cover did not differ greatly
between the two datasets, suggesting that while spatial resolution impacts area coverage, the
main sources of over/under estimation is caused by confusion between SAV and H20 classes.
Other studies have confirmed that 10-m, 20-m and 30-m datasets result in high classification
accuracy and similar accuracy statistics, but the resulting maps may still differ due to other
sensor characteristics (Na and Zang 2011).
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High L8 classification accuracy indicated that narrower bandwidths (Table 1) and
higher radiometric quality may compensate for a possible negative influence of coarser
spatial resolution. This has previously been observed in other Landsat and SPOT
comparisons, where it was determined that the sensitivities of Landsat’s green, red and NIR
bands provided a more accurate classification (Harvey and Hill 2001) despite coarser
resolution. Further supporting that for some wetland types, accuracy is not compromised for
coarser spatial resolution data, especially when using automated classification methods
(Baker et al. 2006; Harvey and Hill 2001; Lee and Yeh 2009).
A mutli-temporal classification approach proved to be successful in distinguishing
between EMR and FLT and SAV. In certain cases of confusion, it may be useful to include
ancillary datasets, such as LiDAR which can distinguish between canopy height (Maxa and
Bolstad 2009), or wetland indices.
Both datasets identified SAV later in the season with reasonably high accuracy.
Previous research in the region has suggested that higher spatial resolution (<5 m), and
higher spectral resolution is required for SAV detection (Hestir et al. 2008; Santos et al.
2016). However, Hestir et al. (2012) implied that multispectral data could be useful for SAV
detection in the Delta, as long as blue, several red edge, and SWIR bands were present.
While S5T5 lacks a blue band and L8’s was excluded from this study, both Sentinel-2 and
Landsat 8 have two blue bands, and Landsat 4,5, and 7 have one. Sentinel-2 also comes
equipped with three vegetation red edge bands (Table 1). Including these bands in
classification training may allow higher class separability between water and SAV, especially
since SAV can be identified by increased absorption in the blue band (Cho et al. 2012;
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Hestir et al. 2012). Additionally, blue bands would enable the inclusion of vegetation indices
specially adapted for water (e.g., WAVI, Villa et al. 2014), which may be beneficial for both
improving classification accuracy and creating wetland phenology time series.
Assessing the Use of Stable Pixels for Indicator Development: Considering Non-stationary
PFTs
Percent stable pixels between the original L8 and S5T5 time series, indicate EMR is a
much more persistent class than FLT, as 78-83% of pixels classified as EMR on the matchup date were identified as stable, whereas only 14-21% of FLT pixels remained the same
class (Table 5). Lower stability was expected because floating vegetation frequently shifts
across the region (Khanna et al. 2012). However, such a low percentage of stable pixels
suggests floating vegetation may not be a reliable indicator of wetland phenology change
over a longer time series, since 14-21% of pixels may not accurately represent how floating
vegetation as a whole is impacted by changes.
When temporally resampling the 5-day time series to a 15-day time series, there was a
notable increase in the number of stable pixels for emergent and floating vegetation. In all
waterways, there was a 4% increase (equating to 10 km2) in stable emergent pixels. This
could be a possible concern for a study spanning multiple decades. When there are more
images available, it is more likely that most vegetation pixels on the edge of the water,
occupying small areas, or neighboring other types of vegetation will change class at least
once, and thus be labeled as unstable. This may be an unforeseen disadvantage for a longer
time series, but it does highlight the importance of selecting suitable images for time series
analysis and a stable classifier. However, more images might also be beneficial as they
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screen out unreliable pixels that should be excluded from phenology analysis. While the
temporally resampled S5T5 data did result in an increase of ‘stable’ pixels, several
reintroduced pixels were located in non-vegetated or minimally vegetated depressional
wetland areas (as identified in CARI). Including sparsely vegetated or non-vegetated areas
NDVI would negatively impact NDVI time series analysis.
In the case of both floating and emergent classes, the definition and very concept of a
stable pixel may need to be re-evaluated for wetland regions. For such a short time series, it
was defined as a pixel that never changes class, however, future removal of dates may need
to be conducted on a pixel by pixel basis, or by the different sub-regions to minimize spatial
bias. To help reshape this definition the cause of pixel reintroduction must be further
investigated, for instance, some of the removed images may have had a higher stageheight
meaning specific pixels could have changed class from vegetation to water, but some
removed images might have had poor cloud masks resulting in a higher amount of
misclassified pixels. This analysis and reconsideration/reconstruction of what a stable pixel
is,would heavily impact viability of including floating vegetation as a environmental
indicator, as it may increase the amount of pixels included in time series analysis resulting in
an alternative understanding of ecosystem dynamics.
Comparability of NDVI Calculations on Matchup Dates
Despite co-registration efforts, significant differences in NDVI were observed
between the two datasets on the match-up date. Overall bandwidth and band center impacted
direct comparisons between NDVI time series, thus some of the differences may be attributed
to spectral and temporal resolutions. Floating time series were particularly impacted by
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differing spectral characteristics where smoothed phenology curves appeared similar, but low
R values indicated the two time series were not well correlated and high positive percent bias
confirmed that L8 NDVI values were generally higher. Although not evaluated in this study
radiometric resolution also influences NDVI values and by extension sensor phenology
curves. The radiometric resolution of Landsat 8 is much higher (12 bit) than S5T5 (8 bit)
meaning that Landsat 8 is better equipped to detect small scale changes in electromagnetic
radiation.
Though spectral and radiometric qualities differ, both sensors could still yield similar
results in terms of phenology metrics. However, researchers would need to carefully consider
what threshold of NDVI is regarded as a change in wetland vegetation phenology. The
impact spectral resolution differences on NDVI values could possibility be minimized with
multi-sensor blending techniques used for creating combined Sentinel-2 and L8 data products
(Mandanici and Bitelli 2016) . However, PFT variability and environmental heterogeneity
are likely to overwhelm differences in spectral resolution and more vegetation classes or
phenology metrics for specific wetland environments should be developed.
Effect of Temporal Resolution on NDVI Time Series
NDVI time series show Landsat 8 misses several small-scale variations in NDVI that
S5T5 captures, particularly in the beginning to middle of the growing season. Here, a
smoothed spline approach was used to assess overall variation in NDVI and to provide a
first-order estimate of the differences between time series. Although more sophisticated time
series models may better capture NDVI trend, they require a more complete data record
capturing the full growth cycle. Several terrestrial phenology studies might categorize some
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of this variation as noise (Chen et al. 2004; Jakubauskas et al. 2002; Pettorelli et al. 2005).
Even though these studies use more advanced interpolation techniques, such noise
dampening approaches may not be suitable for highly variable environments like the Delta
(Jonsson and Eklundh 2002; White et al. 2009). However, it is currently undetermined if the
observed NDVI changes are due to noise and lower radiometric resolution of S5T5 or if these
variations reflect actual changes in vegetation vigor. The significance and cause of small
NDVI variations remains to be analyzed in future research.
The impacts of cloud cover are present in both time series and the threshold for
including cloud obscured images may need to be evaluated on a sub-study region basis. The
L8 time series has several large notable gaps, for example there is no data present in June or
past the middle of August. Although data gaps are not as apparent, cloud cover influence can
also be seen for the S5T5 time series because several dates at the end of May and start of
June do not indicate a maximum density NDVI value. Excluding scenes that were completely
obscured by clouds, the 5-day dataset had more areas and sub-study regions muddled with
cloud cover than the 16-day dataset. These images met the 50% cloud cover threshold, but
for some study areas cloud presence may have had a significant impact on the CSS time
series due to spatial bias.
Effect of Environmental Heterogeneity and PFT Variability on NDVI Time Series
The NDVI range was very high for EMR relative to FLT for all study areas and
datasets. For most study regions, EMR NDVI values ranged from 0 to approximately 1;
meanwhile FLT NDVI was rarely below 0.4 or above 0.9 with most pixels in the 0.7 to 0.8
range. The larger range in EMR NDVI may be responsible for higher correlation coefficients,
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while the smaller range of FLT may cause lower correlation coefficients and higher percent
bias. The greater variability of EMR indicates that a longer time series model is likely to
have larger uncertainty. This may substantially impact the future development of useful
phenology metrics, which typically look for a change point in the time series (Pettorelli et al.
2005; White et al. 2009). The variability in EMR NDVI can most likely be attributed to two
things: 1) the EMR class encompasses several different types of vegetation cover, from
fringing riparian trees, shrubs and grasses to reed beds (Zomer et al. 2009) and 2) EMR is
more susceptible to the water background influences and mixed pixels effects due to its
erectophilic structure. FLT vegetation exhibits a much smaller range of NDVI values because
there are much fewer species. Also, floating vegetation has thicker leaves with more
planophilic canopies, which are more reflective in the NIR (Cho et al. 2008; Hestir et al.
2008) and are less impacted by the water background signal, both of which lead to higher
NDVI values. FLT range could also be smaller because much fewer stable FLT pixels were
identified (Table 6). Further refinement of PFT classes and separation into sub-classes using
datasets such as airborne hyperspectral, LiDAR, or other sensor derived indices may be
required before robust wetland phenology metrics are developed.
The large range in wetland environments resulted in several distinct NDVI time-series,
this suggests vegetation of the same PFT class behaves differently by wetland environment.
While more investigation into variability in environmental response is required, this may
suggest that separate phenology metrics should be created for each type (e.g., tidal,
freshwater, fringing, brackish). This is also encouraging as it shows that examining NDVI
responses over time may be a useful environmental indicator for different wetland
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conditions. The only two EMR time series displaying similarity were all Waterways and
Suisun Marsh. Suisun Marsh is the largest sub-area of the Delta, therefore it will have the
greatest influence on EMR changes when the whole Delta is considered as one ecosystem,
unless this time series was weighted by area. However, the differences in NDVI time series,
indicate that wetland regions should probably first be classed by type and then by PFT.
Phenology metrics can then be specifically designed for each wetland category. Other global
wetlands may be more homogenous with lower PFT variability and time series of the entire
ecosystem could be used an ecological or environmental indicator. Nevertheless, it is not
recommend that the phenology of all coastal wetland emergent vegetation be evaluated
simultaneously.
S5T5 floating vegetation time series appeared more similar across Delta sub-regions. It
is plausible that neighboring wetlands exhibiting similar environmental conditions could be
grouped together, pending further investigation into noise detection, cloud cover, and
improvements in stable pixel identification. However, the Liberty Island and Venice and
Ward Cut time series capture more variation than any other areas, suggesting that like EMR,
all FLT vegetation should be evaluated separately by wetland type.
Despite differences for most NDVI time series, there is indication that Landsat 8 and
archival Landsat datasets may provide adequate temporal, spectral, and spatial resolution to
develop phenology metrics for certain wetland types, since Big Break NDVI time series from
the high and moderate resolution datasets were well correlated with low bias and RMSE. Big
Break was the only sub-region where EMR NDVI medians were not statistically different
between sensors (table). FLT vegetation in Big Break also seems to be more stable than other
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wetland classes with 39% of pixels retained from match-up date classification (second
highest is 22%). The difference in area of the match-update classification is also smaller than
for several other areas, the difference between km2 in EMR is 0.1 and 0.2 for FLT. Landsat
time series are not well correlated with S5T5 EMR based on the high RMSE (Table 7), while
low correlation, high bias and RMSE confirm the same for the FLT class.
The Suitability of NDVI for Wetland Phenology
NDVI is an unreliable proxy of vegetation vigor in wetland environments because of
it’s sensitivity to the water background influence and saturation at high vegetation cover
(Giardino et al. 2007; Kearney et al. 2009; Silva et al. 2008). Future development of wetland
phenology metrics will include indices adapted specifically for these ecosystems, such as
WAVI which accounts for water background signal using the blue band (Villa et al. 2014).
Even with improved vegetation indices it is possible that stage height may still have adverse
effects on vegetation signal and further signal corrections might be needed. If stage height
cannot be separated from NDVI signal, it will be necessary to treat days or sub-regions with
high river stage like cloud cover and remove them from analysis. In this case, the increased
temporal resolution of Sentinel-2 offers more images to compensate and the impacts of stage
height in lower temporal resolution datasets should be further explored. Depending on the
environmental conditions at the time of Landsat overpasses, too many images may be
excluded from analysis, precluding a time series of sufficient length to evaluate wetland
phenology.
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CONCLUSIONS
Satellites with 10 or 30 meter pixel resolutions are suitable for accurately mapping
emergent and floating wetland vegetation. With some ancillary datasets and higher spectral
resolution imagery both spatial resolutions could be suitable for mapping submerged aquatic
vegetation extent. Multi-temporal automated classification methods resulted in high class
accuracy for FLT and EMR and should continue to be used in highly variable environments.
The temporal resampling of the S5T5 series caused a notable increase in the number of stable
pixels for each PFT and the definition of a stable pixel should be reevaluated for wetlands
since these areas are inherently unstable.
Time series comparisons indicate that vegetation within the same PFT class behaves
differently by wetland environment and phenology metrics should be created separately.
RMSE, pbias, and correlations coefficients between smoothed splines indicate that the time
series for certain wetland types are comparable between the two satellites, thus Landsat could
possibly be used retroactively. But, overall Landsat 8 misses several small scale variations
due to its coarser temporal resolution, thus a comparison between actual phenology metrics is
still necessary. In addition, time series show that EMR vegetation exhibits a large range of
NDVI values indicating that
The Mann Whitney U test shows that time series may have poor correlations statistics
due to spectral resolution differences, in addition to temporal resolution. When creating a
multi-decadal time series, methods to control this difference should be tested. In addition,
radiometric resolution also effects NDVI value, but actual Sentinel-2 data has a higher
resolution than S5T5 and is comparable to Landsat 7.
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Without determining if S5T5 NDVI fluctuations are significant, L8 does not capture interannual variation well and is not recommended as a short-term ecological indicator. L8
classification maps could still be used for ecosystem management as these maps capture
changes in PFT areal coverage with similar accuracy to finer resolution data. S5T5 analysis
shows promising results for using Sentinel-2 as a current short-term indicator and future
monitoring tool. In terms of a long-term environmental indicator, the impacts of differing
sensor resolutions (particularly temporal) remain to be evaluated by comparing actual
phenology metrics. However, there is some hope that Landsat may capture similar changes
because its PFT time series matched that of S5T5 in one environment. Thus, it is
recommended Landsat 8 and Sentinel-2 be compared for a full year or two data to determine
if they yield similar results regarding the phenological cycle. At this current point, Sentinel-2,
L8, and by extension the whole Landsat series still show promise for developing wetland
vegetation phenology as an environmental indicator. This study also displays the usefulness
of experimental satellite datasets, as we were able to identify some key considerations and a
framework for future studies prior to the delivery of a 5-day Sentinel-2 dataset.
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